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SUMMARY 

Goal: It is understood that Social Innovation (SI) is at the service of society, building a 

positive social value. Collaborative governance favors the government, with characteristics 

for a better form of applicability of its theories. Therefore, this article aims to identify how 

collaborative governance and social innovation collaborate for better governance in the 

public sector. 

Methodology: To achieve the proposed goal, a qualitative and exploratory research was 

carried out in the Scopus and Google Scholar databases, with the terms collaborative 

governance, social innovation and the public sector. As for the search criteria, the inclusion 

and exclusion criteria (filters) were adopted, considering the articles that brought the 

relationship between SI and collaborative governance and the public sector. In the Scopus 

database, 16 articles were found, with the combined constructs and only seven that were 

directly related to the topic were considered valid for the research. 
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Results: With this study it was observed that the characteristics: mutual communication, 

multilateral and inclusive decision-making process, sharing of responsibilities, long-term 

commitment, and cyclic interactivity, can be used as subsidies to public governance, where 

various services can be implemented based on SI trends and co-creation. Some examples are 

participatory budgets, co-creation between public agents and society to solve problems in 

neighborhoods, public-private partnerships in infrastructure works, etc. 

Originality/value: Value refers to the importance of creating innovations that transcend the 

unique and exclusive vision of generating profit, but that are capable of breaking out of social 

problems in a lasting way. 

Keywords: Collaborative Governance. Social Innovation. Public Governance. Public sector. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

With increasingly dynamic and complex social, political and economic scenarios, 

relevant transformations have been taking place in our society, leading governments to face 

the most varied problems. Thus, innovative ideas are fundamental for the modernization of 

public management in order to provide responses to society's demands in a more effective 

way (CAMPOMORI, FERACO, 2018; BILJOHN; LUES, 2020). Stand out from small 

adjustments in internal government programs, such as new forms of innovation laboratories, 

to even the form of governing a country, where government is seen as a major enabler of 

change (ZIVKOVIC, 2018). 

According to Biljohn and Lues (2020) incorporating the vision of innovation in the 

public sector can be challenging, since this process involves cultural and organizational 

dimensions, in addition to requiring a break in several paradigms. Most public problems are 

complex, unpredictable, unstable, incomplete (wicked problems), have a multiscale context 

(local, regional, global) and multiple variables (CAMPOMORI; FERACO, 2018). 

With such complexity and dynamism, the public management movement needs to 

change its view regarding the role of citizens and stop being merely consultative for an 

inclusive character (BILJOHN; LUES, 2019). In this sense, Džinic, Svidronova and 

Markowska-Bzducha (2016), Lindsay et al. (2018), Biljohn and Lues (2019 and 2020) point 

out that it is necessary to change the focus from the quality of services offered to the quality 

of governance as a strategic instrument. Governance implies an improvement in the 

relationship between government and citizens, making them active and participative members 

of decision-making (DŽINIC; SVIDRONOVA; MARKOWSKA-BZDUCHA, 2016). 
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It is noteworthy that, in this new way of governing, poverty and social exclusion must 

be treated in a structural and integrated way, “in a critique of the assistance logic and focused 

on a logic of social integration and the universalization of rights and opportunities”, leaving 

behind the interventions that only aim to mitigate or minimize the social effects of poverty 

(CHAVES, 2018, p. 105). 

Thus, this article aims to identify how collaborative governance and SI collaborate for 

a better Public Governance. In the case of the public sector, it is necessary to rethink the 

government's action strategy, being fundamental that it be more open, and that it allows the 

participation of the community in processes that involve the development and implementation 

of solutions to social problems, a situation that can be operationalized through a co-creation 

process (DŽINIC; SVIDRONOVA; MARKOWSKA-BZDUCHA, 2016; LINDSAY et al., 

2018; BILJOHN; LUES, 2020). 

In this sense, Biljohn and Lues (2019 and 2020) state that social innovation, with its 

characteristics and trends aimed at an inclusive and collaborative look, serves as a basis for 

initiatives to change the way of governing, even though its use is recent in the provision of 

public sector services worldwide. Biljohn and Lues (2019) also point out that collaborative 

initiatives help to achieve collective visions of development and improve citizen participation 

in a more responsive and inclusive approach to the provision of public services. 

Another path pointed out in the literature for a paradigm shift in public governance 

purely focused on hierarchy is collaborative governance (LINDSAY et al., 2018; GALLI; 

HEBINCK; CARROLL, 2018; ANSELL; GASH, 2007). For Ansell and Gash (2007) in the 

past two decades, this new form of governance has been developed. Collaborative governance 

makes multiple stakeholders work together, in common goals with public bodies to engage in 

decision-making guided by a collaborative process and by consensus (MARTINS, 2016; 

LUNA; BARANDIARÁN; UNCETA, 2018). 

Lindsay et al. (2018) add that collaborative governance is governed by flexible 

mechanisms, which can lead to the success of an initiative: being: partnerships governed by 

flexible memoranda; the realization of differentiated service-level agreements; decision-

making by consensus; strategies built by consensus; the management of the multilateral 

network (actors and sectors) and finally the combination of resources and experience of 

diverse groups of stakeholders, that is, the participation of the local community. 

Thus, both concepts bring with them traits that, if properly applied to public sector 

governance foster the chances to combat social inequalities. It is noteworthy that for Chaves 
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(2018) the fight against injustice occurs through the realization of human rights
1
, as a means 

to achieve sustainable development. It presupposes the creation of a strategy to eradicate 

poverty based on advances in issues such as social protection of people and the environment, 

access to education, technology and information. These activities are highly correlated with 

the larger role of a government (MARTINS, 2016). 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

 

SOCIAL INNOVATION 

 

Innovation has been studied, since the 20th century, in different scientific fields, such 

as technological, economic, and psychological studies, urban development, and social 

movements (CAJAIBA-SANTANA, 2014). It has become synonymous with technological 

innovation and has come to be understood as a panacea capable of solving the multiplicity of 

current problems (GODIN, 2012; BILJOHN; LUES, 2019 and 2020). 

Technological innovation is usually linked to that of Schumpeter, as a driver of the 

generation of economic value (CAJAIBA-SANTANA, 2014; BIGNETTI, 2011). Another 

perspective assumes that technological changes are not enough to overcome society's 

challenges, which requires different forms of practices that improve the relationship between 

the individual, nature and society (MAURER; SILVA, 2014; LINDSAY et al., 2018; 

CHAVES, 2018). 

There have been writings on SI since the 19th century, when it was confused with 

"socialism" and "social reform". Just a century after its emergence, the term returned to the 

academic debate driven by trends such as the debate on the hegemony of technological 

innovation, economic restructuring, responses to social demands and the promotion of citizen 

engagement (NIJNIK et al., 2019; VAN DER HAVE; RUBALCABA, 2016; GODIN, 2012). 

Social innovation is defined by Mulgan (2006, p. 146) as being “innovative activities 

and services that are motivated by the objective of solving a social need and that are 

                                                
1
 Human rights are classified into: 1) individual freedoms: civil rights (freedom of movement, property, security, 

access to justice, association, opinion and expression, religious belief, physical integrity); 2) social rights: rights 

linked to the world of work (wages, work hours, social security, vacations, social security), and rights of general 

social character (education, health, housing, leisure, security), marked by the workers' struggles – citizenship 

rights; 3) collective rights of humanity, concerning environment, peace, development, self-determination of 

peoples, scientific, cultural and technological heritage, borderless and cross-border rights, planetary solidarity 

(nuclear tests, forest devastation, industrial pollution and water contamination, patent control remedies), threats 

between nations, migratory flows, current rights and those of future generations (CHAVES, 2018. p. 107). 
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predominantly disseminated by organizations in which the primary purpose is social”. They 

produce alternatives to the problems of communities or society in the long term (BEŽOVAN; 

MATANČEVIĆ; BATURINA, 2016). End users and others involved participate in the 

development, implementation and adoption of the solution, in a co-creation process (DŽINIC; 

SVIDRONOVA; MARKOWSKA-BZDUCHA, 2016). 

Still according to Mulgan (2006), SI is practiced by several actors who, in one way or 

another, streamline the processes, so that they imply an innovative alternative to solving 

social problems. These actors are: civil society, social movements, third sector organizations, 

the government, religious institutions, universities and companies, as well as individuals 

themselves. 

For André and Abreu (2006, p. 124), SI is simultaneously correlated to three 

attributes: (1) satisfaction of human needs not met through the market; (2) promoting social 

inclusion; and (3) training of agents or actors subject to social exclusion/marginalization 

processes, thereby triggering a change in power relations. The SI was usually attributed to the 

third sector (MURRAY; CAULIER-GRICE; MULGAN, 2010). However, recent perspectives 

point out that SI occurs in all sectors, and may arise in the private sector, in the public sector, 

in the third sector. As a result, regardless of the sector in which SI arises, familiarity consists 

of the added value for society and the encouragement for action, collaboration and 

transformation (LINDSAY et al., 2018; GALLI; HEBINCK; CARROLL, 2018). 

Thus, as defined by Toivonen (2016), SI is at the service of society, as it generates 

positive social value, as a basis in its essence. Bacon et al. (2008, p. 26) affirms the “value” 

generated by SI, is related to results, replication and growth. In this sense, the development of 

SI produces solutions that are guided by the needs of communities or society (BIGNETTI, 

2011; FAIRBAIRN, 2017) are considered important factors for economic and social 

development, and are capable of creating a social impact that generate transformations 

noticeable to the community. 

This impact is recognized by the literature as "social value" (CUNHA; 

BENNEWORTH, 2013; CAJAIBA-SANTANA, 2014). For Cajaiba-Santana (2014), social 

value is a set of values and beliefs shared by a group of people. It gives meaning to the rules 

of a society, in the search for a positive harmony of coexistence and enables a change, or even 

a significant transformation in the development of communities, even though it is difficult to 

measure. 

In his strategic model for local social innovation, Monteiro (2019) presents a strategy 

composed of two fundamental axes: an instrumental axis (sectoral innovations + governance 
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and externalities) and a political axis (learning communities + social mission and 

transformative vision). The instrumental axis refers to the set of innovative activities and 

services, which are motivated by the search for a social need that has not yet been met. As for 

the political axis, it is related to the democratic dimension of social innovation and challenges 

it to be part of a systemic change. In both strategic models of social innovation, the 

importance of characteristics such as co-creation, collective learning, partnership and the 

active involvement of different actors is evident (MONTEIRO, 2019). 

In order to better understand this construct still in formation, Prim, Zandavalli, and 

Dandolini (2019) carried out a study in order to identify which are the essential elements for 

the dynamics of the SI, which are: networks of actors (diversity of actors that connect in a 

network with a common purpose), collaborative governance (participation of those involved 

in the decision-making process), sustainability (social, economic and environmental), 

systemic vision (having a look at the process as a whole), innovative processes and 

collaborative (decisions and processes are made by beneficiaries and beneficiaries), long-

lasting partnerships (commitment of different actors), innovative character linked to a context 

(being something new for a specific community), disruption to existing practices and 

transformative character, as well as the focus on solving social problems (focus on improving 

quality of life). 

INNOVATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

Public administration (or public management) is defined as the management power of 

the State, which includes the power to legislate and tax, inspect and regulate, through its 

bodies and other institutions; always aiming for an effective public service (MARTINS, 

2016). With recent events, such as the global economic and financial crisis, the need arises for 

the State to reinvent itself to improve its performance in terms of fulfilling its social function 

(MATIAS-PEREIRA, 2010). 

Addressing innovation in the public sector is nothing trivial. Thus, it is necessary to 

consider some aspects, since the environment revolves around some variables (MATIAS-

PEREIRA, 2010): 

The political and social complexity that involves public administration, that is, the 

challenges that foster the emergence of the need for innovation. These problems can be 

exogenous (such as globalization, an aging population, and climate change) or endogenous 

(such as the search for efficiency, conflicting agendas, and search for citizen approval); 
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The culture of legality, recognized for being an important barrier to the innovative 

process, mainly due to the standardization and formalization of constant practices, the 

generation of dependencies, that is, closed processes that prevent new visions and attempts 

and jurisdictions by government agencies, making the adoption of intersectoral innovations 

more difficult; 

The traditional governance, where the State and public service directly impact the 

State's ability to articulate with local and global actors in the construction of social 

innovations, building or even destroying innovation networks according to the way the State 

acts on society; 

Resources and partnerships with organizations and networks increase the state's 

capacity to develop social innovations. This is because the state, being a robust institution, 

can connect with various ideas and concepts from the network and implement solutions from 

other sectors. 

Over the past thirty years, in a constant construction, the State starts to reaffirm its role 

in supporting the market, by measuring, regulating, stimulating and promoting interventions 

and regulations, which requires governments and public administrators to adopt innovative 

actions in management the public sector (MATIAS-PEREIRA, 2010). The relationship 

between the State and society is seen from another perspective: the State ceases to play only 

the role of government and adopts a role of governance (KISSLER; HEIDEMANN, 2006). 

Thus, innovation in the public sector can be understood as a learning process that 

results in new services. This learning process is focused on seeking results to achieve specific 

objectives (WEICK, 1995). The main factor of public innovation is to create public value, 

which is more than just generating efficiency, it is also necessary to be effective. 

In this way, the concept of innovation can never be dissociated from its consequences 

in terms of the efficiency and efficacy of the action taken. Efficiency is supported by the 

constitutional principle of Public Administration and presents three central ideas: helpfulness, 

promptness, and economicity. Helpfulness is the idea that the service provided by the Public 

Administration must be useful to the citizen; promptness because public agents must serve the 

citizen quickly, and economicity because citizen satisfaction must be achieved in the least 

costly way possible for the public purse. Efficacy, in turn, is related to the fulfillment of 

planned goals, and in the public service the main goal is the user satisfaction (quality of the 

service provided) (CUSTÓDIO FILHO, 1999). 

Oliveira and Santos Junior (2017) explore an important situation in public 

management: the consequences of innovation. According to the authors, there is a lack of in-
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depth studies that measure the consequences of innovative actions. According to a literature 

review on innovations in the public sector, carried out by De Vries, Bekkers, and Tummers 

(2016), of 210 articles found, 84 (about 40%) do not even refer to the consequences, impacts 

or effects of innovations. Of those that mention this aspect, many are focused exclusively on 

the positive effects of innovations, ignoring their negative effects, as if innovating by itself 

was a positive value to be pursued (DE VRIES; BEKKERS; TUMMERS, 2016). 

Another relevant aspect of innovations in the public sector concerns the logic of 

adequacy. The logic of adequacy means taking into account the specific political and social 

context in which governments must operate (MARCH; OLSEN, 1989). In other words, it 

should be a "fit" between the innovation itself and the context in which it is being developed. 

In this context, four implications must be taken into account. First, an innovation must be 

legitimate and politically sustainable, for example, because it can continuously attract support, 

authority and money from the authorizing political environment (MOORE, 1995). 

Secondly, innovations can refer to various democratic values that citizens consider 

important when they are faced with an innovation. An innovation can increase access to 

citizens, participation and empowerment, transparency, responsibility and equality (BASON, 

2010). Third, the results of an innovation can also refer to citizens' needs by addressing 

problems that affect their daily lives (VIGODA-GADOT et al., 2008; KORTELAND; 

BEKKERS, 2008). 

Therefore, it is important to take into account the responsiveness of an innovation. As 

such, an innovation capable of meeting the real desires of citizens and companies can 

contribute to the “publicity” of the public sector, thereby improving its legitimacy 

(NEWMAN; CLARK, 2009). 

Last, but not least, the public value of an innovation can also depend on the question 

of whether an innovation is legally possible, respecting specific legal values, since 

governments operate within the framework of the rule of law (WILSON, 1989; KELMAN, 

2008; KORTELAND; BEKKERS, 2008). 

Therefore, it is important that, when evaluating the added value of innovation in the 

public sector, in addition to considering the aspects of efficiency and effectiveness, the public 

values to be achieved by society must also be considered (CELS et al., 2012; MULGAN, 

2006). The public values that are being pursued by innovation also seek to ensure that 

innovation is appropriate, for example because it adds value to democratic citizenship or 

really addresses – in terms of responsiveness – the needs of citizens. These characteristics of 
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social innovation in the public sector are important when selecting innovations in the different 

work packages. 

COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE 

The purest definition of collaboration presupposes work produced by an individual 

jointly, exchanging experiences and resulting in new knowledge that can enrich the whole 

(HARRISSON; CHAARI; COMEAU-VALLÉE, 2012). Thus, the more intense the spirit of 

collaboration, the greater the level of interpersonal interaction and knowledge sharing, and the 

generation of added value and collective sense (HILLS, 1997). 

In a clear way, governance can be related to mechanisms and components created to 

control companies' resources, having as a basic point the management of the interests of the 

main stakeholders that influence companies through their interests, which are proportional to 

the resources applied and the returns desired. It translates into the articulation of actors, 

entrepreneurs, the third sector, governments of different levels, and other segments of society, 

capable of being represented in projects and plans that point to shared leadership 

(KAUFMANN; KRAAY, 2007). 

In this sense, with the addition of the collaborative synonym, the term governance 

requires understanding how multiple stakeholders come together to engage in consensus-

driven decision making. In accordance with Agranof (2007) and Koliba et al. (2011), 

collaboration is one of the most attractive qualifications of contemporary public governance 

for the co-production of public policies and services. 

Ansell and Gash (2007) define public governance as an agreement that governs one or 

more public bodies that directly involve non-state interest holders in a collective decision-

making process that is formal, consensus-based, deliberative, and aiming to make or 

implement public policies or manage public programs or assets. 

Finally, to conceptualize collaborative governance in a public scenario, it is necessary 

to evolve in the study of the characteristics of this construct. As a way to further enrich the 

debate, Costa and Tonelli (2015) present some relevant characteristics of collaborative 

governance: 

a. Mutual communication: all interested parties must be directly included in the 

decision-making process; 

b. It is never merely consultative: interested parties must meet in a deliberative 

and multilateral (collective) process and be directly included in the decision-

making process; 
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c. Sharing responsibilities: collaboration implies that non-state stakeholders will 

have real responsibility for policy results, even if the highest authority is with the 

public agency; 

d. Time-consuming and continuous process: increasing trust between actors and 

consolidating more cooperative behavior demand a long term; 

e. Transparency: there is a need of increasing the information regarding the 

structure, the desired standards, the group processes, as well as the maintenance 

of records of other relevant information; 

f. Leadership: the presence of leaders with personal characteristics of interpersonal 

skills and group processes to do the work of collaborative governance is of 

particular importance; 

g. Cyclic interactivity: Collaborative governance is seen as cyclical and repetitive 

interactions and not as a linear process, and the involved actors only recognize 

their interdependence after the beginning of the collaborative process. 

According to Bingham (2010) and Purdy (2012), collaborative governance emerges as 

an emerging proposal to replace traditional approaches to command and control, including 

public governance, where mere formal participation is prioritized. In collaborative 

governance, the values built and the exchanges between those involved matter much more 

than the accounting of activities (BRYSON et al., 2015). With an emphasis on the collective 

decision-making process, collaborative governance can be understood as an arrangement that 

involves both public and private actors in an inclusive deliberation process, with a view to 

consensus, in the search for the solution of complex public problems (ANSELL; GASH, 

2008; ROBERTSON; CHOI, 2012). 

There is a significant difference between collaborative governance and other models 

of public governance: it is not a purely consultative process, but a two-way channel of 

communication and influence in decision making, so that the responsibility for achieving the 

common goal is shared between the public and the private (ANSELL; GASH, 2008; 

FOSTER-FISHMAN et al., 2001; WEBER; KHADEMIAN, 2008). It is noteworthy that this 

wide participation also implies mutual accountability that goes beyond the division of public 

and private, that is, regardless of which sector the actor is part of, they must feel responsible 

for the results (FREEMAN, 1997). 

In Collaborative Public Governance, the State no longer overlaps with other partner 

actors, but places itself at the same level, in a structure of dialogue and joint construction of 

decisions (ANSELL; GASH, 2008). 
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In relation to public policy management, Hulgard and Ferrarini (2010) point out that 

social innovation, conceived as the articulation between process and result, allows thinking of 

a new paradigm in public policy management, supported by mechanisms institutional 

frameworks that enable the materialization of democratic principles. In the Brazilian case, the 

implementation of regulated and regulatory mechanisms for forms of integration between 

sectors of society is an element that gives legitimacy to the innovation process, as it is the 

effective establishment of deliberative and executive bodies with consolidated rules and 

procedures for participation. This does not mean the State's disclaimer, but a change in its role 

in the sense of fostering partnerships with individuals and organizations engaged in social 

change, as well as creating a favorable and sustainable environment for social innovation. 

METHODOLOGICAL PROCEDURES 

For this study an exploratory research was carried out, with the purpose of gathering 

information and describing how the investigated phenomenon occurs, that is, identifying how 

Collaborative Governance and Social Innovation can serve as a subsidy to governance in the 

public sector. It is a qualitative research, which in addition to bringing researchers closer to 

the phenomenon studied, also enables a better understanding of the facts. It is based on a 

bibliographic review on the topics in question. The articles and books identified were 

categorized and classified according to the subjects: 1) social innovation; 2) collaborative 

governance, and 3) public sector. Based on this review, the characteristics of Social 

Innovation and Collaborative Governance are presented. In the literature review, the Google 

Scholar and Scopus databases were consulted. According to Creswell (2007) a search on 

specific bases, provides links to abstracts, related articles and electronic versions of articles 

affiliated with a library of interest to the researcher, in addition to related books, theses and 

dissertations. The following inclusion and exclusion criterion (filter) was adopted for the 

search: articles that bring the relationship between SI and collaborative governance and the 

public sector. 

In the Scopus database, 16 articles were found with the combined constructs, but only 

seven that were directly related to the topic were considered valid for the research. The 

articles are referenced at the end of this work. However, as the themes are quite 

comprehensive, other similar articles were indexed to the research corpus. 
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RESULTS 

Based on the literature review, it is highlighted that both collaborative governance and 

social innovation are extremely important themes for a modernization of the public sector 

(LINDSAY et al., 2018; GALLI; HEBINCK; CARROLL, 2018; ANSELL; GASH, 2007). 

Social innovation is recognized as an alternative capable of solving the multiplicity of 

current problems (GODIN, 2012; BILJOHN; LUES, 2019; 2020). Some authors advocate that 

although it has been studied only for a short time in the public sector, it is capable of 

producing results that are closer to social needs (BEŽOVAN; MATANČEVIĆ; BATURINA, 

2016), due to the fact that end users and others involved participate in the development, 

implementation and adoption of the solutions, in a co-creation process (DŽINIC; 

SVIDRONOVA; MARKOWSKA -BZDUCHA, 2016). 

With this transformative power attributed to it, social innovation is composed of some 

characteristics recognized in the literature. Some authors dedicate their studies to this 

understanding. Thus, based on the studies by Prim, Zandavalli, and Dandolini (2019), and 

Figueiredo (2020), the main characteristics of SI were summarized, as follows: 

a. Networks of Actors: diversity of actors who connect in a network with a common 

purpose; 

b. Type of governance: collaborative, with the participation of all those involved in 

the decision-making process; 

c. Sustainability: search for economic, social, and environmental sustainability; 

d. Innovative and collaborative processes: partnerships in decision-making; 

e. Systemic vision: vision focused on the whole, not on part of the problem; 

f. Innovative character for the context: to be a new solution to a community 

problem; 

g. Transforming character: solving social problems and breaking existing practices: 

focus on improving the quality of life of the population as a way to transform the 

place where it lives. 

With regard to collaborative governance, it is also understood as a new way of 

breaking the paradigm, however already more worked within the governance in the public 

sector (LINDSAY et al., 2018; GALLI; HEBINCK; CARROLL, 2018; ANSELL; GASH, 

2007) due to the multiplicity of its actors, who work together to engage in decisions focused 

on society's challenges (MARTINS, 2016; LUNA; BARANDIARÁN; UNCETA, 2018). 
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Thus, collaborative governance has characteristics similar to those of the SI and, if 

applied effectively in the public sector, it has great possibilities for success in its execution. 

Costa and Tonelli (2015) present some relevant characteristics of collaborative governance 

(mutual communication; never being merely consultative; sharing of responsibilities; long and 

continuous process; transparency; leadership; and cyclic interactivity) and, with these 

characteristics, it is perceived that collaborative governance is seen as a possibility of cyclical 

and repetitive interactions with collaborators, forming a network of collaboration, and not just 

as a linear process. 

It is observed that the existing context in the public sector is in itself already complex 

and in that sense it requires systemic approaches and new forms of governance (LUPOVA-

HENRY; DOTTI, 2018; HOPPE; VRIES, 2018). This complexity requires a more systemic 

look, in order to obtain a generalized view of the problems. Added to this systemic vision, we 

work with the concept of collaboration, where the involvement of various actors forms a 

network of activities that come together in pursuit of common goals. Another point to 

highlight is the fact that collaboration also favors the interactivity of the actors. 

The concept of transparency correlates with the culture of legality, where the public 

sector has a duty to be accountable to its community and to enforce the law. In this sense, 

collaborative processes are of great importance, since group decision-making presupposes a 

greater guarantee of legality and transparency. 

Communication is a factor pointed out in both constructs, and directly in the 

government's ability to articulate with local and global actors in the construction of more 

innovative solutions to society. It is noteworthy in this characteristic, that feedbacks and 

citizen participation increase the chances of having implemented social and political programs 

aimed at serving the entire community. 

FINAL REMARKS  

Considering the study of the articles found on the theme, it is clear that the Public 

Administration values efficiency and efficacy in adopting innovations. In terms of efficiency, 

the Public Administration highlights three pillars: helpfulness, promptness, and economicity. 

Helpfulness relates to the Public Administration providing a service useful to the citizen; 

promptness concerns public agents serving the citizen quickly; and economicity because 

citizen satisfaction must be achieved in the least costly way possible for the public purse. In 
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turn, efficacy concerns the fulfillment of planned goals, and, in the public service, the main 

goal should be user satisfaction (quality of the service provided) (CUSTÓDIO FILHO, 1999). 

In this context, the Public Administration's premise of meeting the needs of the 

population becomes increasingly evident, and Social Innovation and Collaborative 

Governance have essential characteristics for the fulfillment of this premise. Thus, SI is at the 

service of society, because, in essence, by definition, it generates a positive social value. 

Collaborative governance favors the government, as its characteristics allow shared decision 

making, so that there is greater effectiveness in solving social problems. At the same time that 

the essence of these constructs is in collaboration and co-creation, it also fosters opportunities 

for the development of new social inventions, and new forms of governance and/or collective 

power. 

However, as MONTEIRO (2019) states, only the will to innovate is not enough to 

achieve the expected social impact, being necessary the implementation of these new forms, 

with its democratic principles that allow the involvement of all interested parties. 

Thus, the characteristics of SI and collaborative governance that can be used as a 

subsidy to governance in the public sector are: a diverse network of actors; a type of 

governance that allows the participation of all those involved in the decision-making process; 

focus on economic, social, and environmental sustainability; collaborative processes, with a 

systemic view; an open communication process; transparency in decisions, as well as the 

sharing of responsibilities; participative leadership and, above all, a transformative character. 

Finally, it is understood that several services can be implemented based on the 

characteristics of SI and collaborative governance. Some examples are participatory 

budgeting, co-creation between public agents and society to solve problems in neighborhoods, 

public-private partnerships in infrastructure works, etc. The goal is to create innovations that 

transcend the vision with a focus solely and exclusively on generating profits, but that are 

capable of solving social problems. 
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